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Abstract 
This mimeograph illustrates ways in which SAS (the Statistical Analysis 
System) may be used: 
1. to facilitate computations required to make tests which depend on ranks; 
2. to provide A¢v 's which include finer partitions of treatment and of residual 
sums of squares, on the original and/or on transformed data; 
3· to make displays of residuals which may, at times, be useful in checking 
assumptions about the "error"; 
4. to provide Cox's (58) A¢V which allows "for individual curvatures in one 
direction" in Latin squares; 
5. to aid in making the calculation of the sum of squares associated with 
Tukey's (49) single degree of freedom for non-additivity; 
6. to compute values of certain series of orthogonal polynomial functions of 
the (an) independent variable in a regression at values assumed by the 
independent variable when these values are unequally spaced and/or when 
it is desired to calculate the regression weighted according to a (known) 
function of the independent variable; the principle is illustrated by 
using it to provide Robson and Atkinson's (58) A¢v. 
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The data: We make use of two sets of data for purposes of illustration. One 
set was re-published in Bartlett (47). (The data was used in a course given in 
the Biometrics Unit by Professor w. T. Federer; it also appears elsewhere in the 
literature. Indeed, this must be one of Bartlett 1 s familiar quotations.) Bart-
lett provides the data in the following tabular form: 
Block 
A (1) (4) (2) (5) (3) (6) 
438 17 538 18 77 115 
B (3) (2) (6) (1) (5) (4) 
61 422 57 442 26 31 
c (5) (3) (4) (6) (2) (1) 
77 157 87 100 377 319 
D (2) (1) ( 5) (3) (4) (6) 
315 380 20 52 16 45 
Table 1 
The numbers in parentheses are the treatment numbers, the type of herbicide 
applied to the plots, (1) being the control, no chemical applied. The numbers 
below the parenthesized ones give the number of poppy plants in a cereal plot. 
* In the Biometrics Unit Mimeo Series, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 14853· 
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The other set of data "t•ras published in Cox (58). To quote Cox: "The 
following table shmrs mean weekly milk yields of four Guernsey cows starting 
at 17, 11, 15 and 7 weeks respectively, of their lactations in the first exper-
imental "Vreek shown. Regarding these as uniformity trial data, a randomized 
4x4 Latin square design has been imposed on the results II 
Yields Desi p . 
Cow Cow 
Week 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 83.75 33.25 45-75 141~. 50 D c A B 
2 47.00 44.00 36.75 135· 75 A D B c 
3 36-50 41.50 27-50 125.50 c B D A 
4 24.00 38.75 30-50 124.25 B A c D 
Table 2 
Illustrations of calculations involving ranks: This section is mainly aimed at 
indicating how SAS can be employed to facilitate computations involved in making 
the Friedman test and also (effective simultaneously) the analogous median test, 
not to mention how calculations for other statistics associated with tests of 
this same class could also be effected more easily. If one assumes that there 
is no block-treatment interaction* then the distribution-free test of no treat-
ment differences described in Hollander and Wolfe (73), and attributed by them 
to Friedman et ~., may be appropriate. The statistic used to make the test is 
given by 
* Although, as Dr. Federer (74) has pointed out, this assumption is apparently 
untenable. 
• 
where 
and 
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k = no. of treatments ; 
n = no. of blocks j 
n 
R. = E r .. ,r .. being the ra~ 
J i=l l.J l.J 
of the jth observation within the ith block 
Hollander and Wolfe provide instructions and. a table for applying this test. 
(1) 
Although the table does not appear to be as extensive as it ought to be, approx-
imating the null distribution of S ~dth the xi_1 distribution would likely serve 
in this instance. 
The corresponding median test statistic is given by Hajek and Sidak (67): 
k n )2 Q E EA .. - .J,.n2 k = i=l(j=l Jl. :b (2)~ 
Khere 
Aji = { ~} if xji is (:) median within j th block 
* This statistic is also of x2 type. 
. -I ~1 ~---'----
02 
-~~ _____ ,! _________ -
•U4 
-----
DATA QNE; !NPUT BLOCK 
----·-··· 
$ 1 !..1_2-.~ ---
Y-2 5-7 
Y-3 8-lO 
y_q 11-1.3 
0:) 
·06 
Y_...,? ... ~-- ----
Y-b 11·19; 
Y7 ------- ---- - --- ---- T_HEI\L~l; . !.E_l"'!l : ____ Ol:JJPUT;--
----------------------
ua TREAT:2: Y:Y_2: ourrur: 
·09 1REA1:.3: Y:Y_3; OUTPUT: 
•lo ______ ------ TREAl:t+-i Y:Y_q; OUT_!._p_:::l~lT:...:;~-----------------------
'11 1REA1:5; Y=Y-5; QUTPUT; 
12 TREAT:~; Y:Y_6; OUTPUT; 
ll - -- --·-- - - -- . --- --·------
- ------------------
'14 MACRO MAC1 SET ON[; IF BLOCK= % 
'15 ------·- ---------- __M__ACRlJ ___ MAC(! ______ ----·---------------------
116 Y2=Y; 
. ~ 1 --- y 3 =- y ; 
•18 PKO( RANK; VAt~ Y; 
1 1 9 r t< or K L\ 1\K _ c; B _Q iJ..t'_:S ~2_!__\f __ A ·~ 
_l al .. 
. 20 PKOC RM!K GKOUf-'S:?; Vlif; )' 3: X, 
·-~--------- -· -~ACR_Q __ ~~_A~_3 __ "('!=AV~_(_r_~, r;or; ( Y 3+ 1 !·....:2::...:)~)~; __!:!:.,#, ________ _ 
22 
~23 
21+ 
25 
26 
27 28 .. -- ------- ---
29 
30 
.Sl 
'32 
•33 
'34 
·35 
CARUS; 
A438538 71 17 18115 
[34_1~2~_22 61 31, g~ 57 
C31937715f H7 77100 
038031~ 5~ 16 20 45 
- --bAt I\ 'Ri.c c:·;...:. i\ ,--jill ACT--, fl. • ;'". Ac 2---Tfi\-f/\ n L uc :,_1\2; ~ r 1 u L uc 1\-A .---.~r~.c" ------
DATA PU'CK_i3; MACl 'H' ;"''1\C~ D/\T/\ hLOCt\_1::\2; t;f1 r<LDCK_H; '~AC.3 
JA-tt\- GLCCI"'_C; MAll •C• ;,r,_..~C? f';A.Tfi- ~~C·.lci-(.~f~;---S-CI---~(l_lj(~_:-c·i ;~1\c,j 
. _ O_A _! t\ ~L r c"' _n; _ ~ AC 1 1 n 1 ; N_!\ ~.? u A I ~_BL o~ t\,.. n. 2; -~-~ T_f~~-~~f-~~ n_;_ --~~~lc.:?_ ____ __ _ 
-------· f?_A T A Tlr!_9! ?E. L_!-~L':l~~"" t1 ~; Sf.T __ BLOC_~~R?; <:>ET r~L oc K-~ ~: ~r: 1 :-1..!:_i!__~~~--~_.:-.:_; 
PRUC SURT; UY IHEAT: 
P R 0 C ~· E A r J ~ ; V A R Y Y 4 ; G Y T R [ A I ; 
,-. 
"---~ 
I 
.j:::" 
I 
_,_ 
Program explication: The fo~;r o:~ata ca~~~ ~;~presented by lines 24 through .27 of 
the listing are read by lines 1 through 13, and 22 and 23; SAS data set "one'' 
is produced. The central princ.ipie;;of -~p;ration of these statements is explained 
in the SAS manual in the sectinn describing the use of the output statement. 
A very rudimentary macro processor is a part of SAS. Macro definitions in 
SAS begin with the characters "MACR¢" and end with the chai_"acter "~". 'lhus, in 
this program, lines 14 through 21 constitute the definition of three macros 
called "MACl" "MAC2" and "MAC3 ". Now any time after Line 21 that SAS encoun-__ , _, 
ters the character' string "MAca", SAS will replace it with the character string 
___,.' 
. ·' 
in the macro definition, starting with the characters "SET" and ending with 
"BL~K ="· Of course SAS >d,ll behave in a similar fashion with respect to the 
macros ~ and MAC3. Thus, the first line invoking these macros will be ex-
pan de d by SAS to form: 
data block_a; set one; if block= 'a'; 
y2 = y; Y3 = -y; 
proc rank; var y; 
proc rank groups = 2· , var y2; 
proc rank groups = 2· 
' 
var·y3; 
data block_a2; set block_a; 
y4 = avg (y2, mod [y3+l,2]}; * 
Under these instructions SAS will construct another data set called 'block a" 
-
which contains all of those cases from file one, for which variable ~ con-
tains 1! 1 ; i.e., b.lock...,a will contain the observations from block A of the ex-
periment. The first call to the procedure ranks will cause one copy of the 
* ~ and mod are SAS built-in functions. 
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original data values to be replaced by their ranks within block A. 
The second call to the !!:!!! procedure will cause another copy of the origi-
nal data values, in variable~ to be replaced with O's and l's; O's for the 
values below the median and 1 's for those at or above. The final call to the 
~ procedure does the same to the additive inverses of the original data values. 
Finally, in data set block_2a the original data values will be represented in 
variable~ by O's, l's and ~'s; O's for values below the median, l's for values 
above it, and i's for values equal to the within-block median. The variables 
il. and il.!t will subsequently be l,lsed by the means procedure in calculations of the 
sums of within-block ranks by treatments and of the sums of indicator variable 
va.lues by treatments, the values required in the Friedman and median test statis-
tics respectively. 
SAS outputs the following sums of values in variables l and it_, by treatments: 
Treatment .1 2 3 4 5 6 
l. 22 22 .15 6 6 13 
z!!: 4 4 3 0 0 1 
In this example, (1) is 
and (2) is 
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•, v ' . 
. ~ . 
Evoking more informative. A¢y tables from SAS: Analyses of data under the linear 
model and tor which the desi,gn matrix is not ot tuU rank are almost ahmys done 
by methods lThich are equivalent to reparameterizing (as necessary and in one way 
or another) such that the design matrix does have full rank. 
One might choose the following initial parameterization for the data in 
Bartlett (47): 
yield equation: J Y1j = 1-1 + bi + tj + btij + eij 
error structure: €ij - iid H(O, a2 ) 
b.'s being the 4 block effects, 
J. 
tj 's being the 6 treatment effects, 
and btij's being the 24 block-treatment inter-
. actions, which happen to be completely 
confounded with error. 
Of course, this model is not of full rank. 
Let. us pretend that the b treatments are b equally spaced levels of a single 
herbicide (rather than b types of herb~c_ide as in the actual experiment) so that 
it may make more sense to speak of "linear effect of herbicide 111 "quadratic 
effect after linear", etc. Then the 5 d.f. for treatments may be spanned by 
the usual 5 orthogonal polynomials on 6 treatments: 
linear ignoring quadratic, etc.: 
quadratic after linear, 
ignoring cubic, etc. 
cubic after linear and qua-
dratic, ignoring quartic, 
etc. 
quartic after linear, quadratic 
and cubic, i snoring 
quintic 
quintic after others 
5 3 1 -1 -3 -5 j 
5 -1 -4 -4 -1 5 j 
5 -7 -4 4 7 -5 j 
1 -3 2 2 -3 
1 -5 10 -10 5 
1 I 
-1 
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Many other sets ot contrasts might be chosen' the ones above were chosen only in 
the intereats of easy illustration. ·For instance, since treatment 1 was a control 
one might want to fo~ the contrast of treatment l versus one or more of the other 
treatments to account for 1 of the 5 treatment d.f. 's; then one might choose 4 
more which span the remaining d. f. 's. 
Let us suppose further that the contrast-block interaction sums of squares 
are desired. One could choose block contrasts on grounds analogous to those on 
which treatment contrasts are chosen; however, perhaps most often they will be 
chosen just to span the aggregate d.f. for blocks with no attention being paid 
to orthogonall ty of the contrasts. If the treatment and block contrasts span 
the treatment and block d.f. respectively then the products of all treatment con-
trasts with all block contrasts will span the interaction d.f. Moreover, the 
total sum of squares associated with the products of a given treatment contrast 
with each of the block contrasts is the sum of squares, for the interaction of 
that contrast with blocks. 
One may also remark that the swns of squares for the treatment contrasts 
mentioned earlier may also be calculated using SAS in another way. One has only 
to regress the dependent variable on treatment level, square of treatment level, 
cube of treatment level, etc. However, one cannot recover the sums of squares 
due to the interactions of contrasts with blocks. 
Actual implementation of these principles in SAS is illustrated in the 
following program: 
. 1 
'~ 
.I .5 
! j ~ 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
~0 
i'-1 
?2 
1.-'3 
24 
~~ 
26 
27 28 -- -
~9 
so 
.51 
62 
3.3 
J4 
J5 
J6 
J7 
jij 
J9 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
'+5 
DATA ONE; JN~Uf _BLOCK $ 1 Y_l 
y_z 
. -- -- ... '(!!'!-~ 
TREAT~l; Y:Y_l; OUTPUT; 
TREAT:2: Y:Y_2; OUTPUt; 
Y-4 
y_s 
Y-b 
. ____ _r R E_!\ I :3 _! ___ Y~_r_"'!_~_;_ Q!,~ T P U ]_i _______ _ 
lREAl:4; Y:Y_4; oUTpUT; 
1REA1:5; Y:Y_5; OUTPUT; 
TREA1:6i Y=Y-6; OUTPUT; 
CARL)_S; 
A438538 71 17 !All~ 
a'±~ 2 '±2_g _f,_! ~ l _ _z§_ .5.J 
(31937715' 87 77100 
038031~ 52 16 20 4~ 
DATA TWO; SET UNE; 
2-4 
~)-7 
8-10 
11-13 
14-16 
17-19; 
COMM[I\IT M"PLY_ §fa)UARE RQOT_ "T'B_8f'J.§FU8}"A T lfl_!'l TO DATA _.i_ __ 
Y:S 1mT(Yl; . 
___ C_O~~[~Jf 1\LLO tJ __ fOH _FY PL IC IT C ALC_ULAT HIJJ OF iii! .i\f _c,2_;:_>_s~; __ 
lVI [ /\J'·J : 1 t 
COMtvl[f\]1 Ct\LCULATE T'-'ll\ I MEI\IT CUI'< I Hi\') I L)_l~·i•!Y Vflf· I f,'-lU ',:; F1'·1 
"l,llJAUR/\TIC 1\FTEr L!NlAR"' LfC; 
_ ~J fiJ E 1\ R = ~ * \ ( T R F;: j}T::: 1 l - ( T R fAT :_f._)_) _ 
+3*((TREAT=2)-(TPEAT:5)) 
"~I r J( 1\P " , 
+(1REAT:3)·lTHEAT:4); 
------------ QUADR 1\ TC=~*fT I r-<EA 1 =l l + (TRE/\·-'-r-'-=6-'--) -,- ------------- -------------
- I ( T R E A T = 2 ) + ( T :·n A l = 5LL 
•4*((1H[Af:3)+(Tk[Al=4)); 
C_l)~J C = ~ * ( l _THE A r = 1 l - l T P [,'\ T = 6 l l 
-7*( ( fRE.Af:2)-( TF~EAT="'> l 
-4*((fREAT:3)-(lHEAT:4)l; 
--------QUAHT-IC= ci'REA r:I)+_(_fr{LA-T=b·l --- -----------
-3*C<TREAf=2l+ITREAT=~ll 
+2*(tfREAT=3l+(TI-<EAl=4l l; 
Q U I f·l T I C : ( I R E A J : 1 ) - ( T REi\ T = 6 l 
•5*( lTKEAl:2)·( TKU'.T:5) l 
+10*CllHEAT=3l-(TH[AT:4)l; 
CoM''~E~Tr LAU.ULA'fCst.JtJ,Ir:irs-oF- Tliu~-, ,,,t~~,..-c:--c:= ·/f:L c;., cut.. I ',, 
~QUARl =lP£1\I*TI-<:t:..I\T: 
l.UUE=SO!JARE * ltH fl. T; 
HYPERl=CUBE*lKEAT; 
HYPER2=HYPfHl•TRrnl i 
COMMENT CALCULATf ~LOCK COI!IHAST L':J•·•\i \1''\'"Iil~)l f J,.l_(_:f ',; 
, ~ T L : 
------ ·- --~---. -----
I 
________ , ___ ~--
• 
46 
,..7-
4-d 
43 
~0 
'.)l_ 
'.)2 
'.),i 
b'+ 
~-
b6-
~1 
5t!_ __ _ 
59 
60 
&l 
b2 
b3 
64 
--··--------65 
b6 
b1 
68 
-
69 
; 70 
I Tl 
I f2 
'73 
74 
I 15 
76 
H ... CON ... l:(BLOCK='A')-(8LGC~:•ti•); 
b .... C U 1\l_...l ~ (8 L 0 l r\ = ' P ' )_ • ( b L L C~_: ' C ' l ; 
ti_CON ... 3: ( f<~OCK= 'C •)- (!~LucK::' u • l ; 
COMMUJT CALCl]L(ITE "LOCK _COf·JTHASI X_~l~t_~T CQUJ!.:P~f !,.JUJ:,; Y _\!A£l~liL~ \ \L(Jt--,: 
l_l ... L=L l[JL 1\l{*tJ-COt! .... l; 
!__Z_-1.:::L I r: E t\ ~ _ !f3-CO- ~ .... ~ ; . ____ _ 
1_3_L=L I fJE/\R*B_Cl;'·-j; 
l_l_QU='JUADR!HC * ~:: _c ui_'i---1 t 
1_2 ... ~C=~UAORATC*2-CUN_2; 
.l_3_wu:C:llliVlB__A TC *E-~OLII-3 t 
.L ... l ... C =CUBJC::-*b ... C ~JiL.,.t_L 
.1_2 ... C :L. UH I C *H ... C !)1, ... 2; 
_ __ .1,._3_ .. ~=CUI::iiC*H,..CUf·J_3; 
l_l_QK:QUA~TIC*H .... CCH-1; 
1 ... 2 ... f,)H:fd_LJAIH H .. •iJ-l:(W ... 2; 
1 ... 3 ... QK:QU/\R T I C*i.LCCll-3; 
l.,l_.,.QN:QU I;-! T I C*i;_CON~J; 
-----~·-~ ---- --·. 
1 _ 2 _ l.HJ : (~ U I l'JT H>H.; .... C 0 fJ .... 2 ; 
__ } !"'5-~rJ=GL)_Ir·:J 1 c *8~~or ..... j; 
--------------------PROC REGR; CLASS[S TREAT HLOCK; 
COI';!IIi[ ~~ T SS_•_s FOH ~fl\r·J• lHEl\1-·1lill_t__ :;L..,C~~L<:<::;, HF.)I.J·l)I\_L; 
MouE L y = ~·: E r.r I 8 Lt''lC K 1 •< r_ 1\ 1 1 r.1 J r • 1 T ; 
cor~Jt\llUtT SS'S DUL TO HJU!V!SI;I'\L IP.[I\1 .Jr·lf ('~·~,l_PJI.c.r•: f>!•f_, fu _l'JH··i•_fT1(),~ ,;Lli'HL,, 
THESL COflfRASlS ,'\h;--; ~LdCKS; 
______ _______ !~QJ:H L Y_~t3~ nc~ -~~J J,f .1\f-< _ _!_,lUADf< A~~-~ '-':~1 C \,llJ id~_u__r::_ _ _l: U I_i: I l_l ___ _ 
T_l_l l_2_L l ... -1 ... l l_l_C~U I_2,..i)lJ I_.3_C.IL 
T_l_Cl.,._2,..C l.,._.S_C I_l __ (~f' 1_?_~-;P 1_~--clt 
_T .... 1 _ ~ t.; I _ 2 _ r.: r J 1 _ ~ _ ,\I J 
PKOC PlCR; CLASSES GLOCk: 
C 0 M rr, [fiT S ~ ' S () U F 1 0 11 L l r ·~ i\ q 11 • 11 (-.1 U f1 :-:: ; \ A T (" .J f T r f.: L f ~ II ~ I< " , l·- 1 C [ ; Y • : Tf ' L " 
1•1 0 D L L Y = H L C: C !« T ~~ f -~ I S ~ Ll f\ r. ~~- <;_J n_L _ f_iJ P.f:!.:J_ 1-t ! )-:'_Lf~2. _;_ 
L l II'' l.l ; 
_ _L 
1-' 
0 
I 
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Program·explication: The first 13 lines of the program cause the data to be read 
and stored as 'in the lst exatiiple'~ The const~~tion of the "da.ta. set which is actu-
ally operated upon to form the A¢V commences with line 18. Let us look at this 
construction in slightly more detail: 
1. One can cause SAS to print the correction for the mean sums of squares 
by making the mean an explicit part of the model as in line 67, forcing SAS not 
to correct for the mean on its own by using the 'N¢INT" parameter. Then line 22 
is meant merely to construct a variable for the intercept in the model of line 67. 
2. Lines 25 through 39 cause SAS to construct the variables, the "contrasts", 
representing "linear effect of treatments", "quadratic after linear", etc. upon 
which the dependent variable is regressed in line 70 to obtain sums of squares 
for these contrasts. 
3. Lines 41 to 44 cause the construction of the variables used for the "other" 
method of calculation of sums of squares due to "linear", "quadratic after linear", 
etc., in line 76. 
4. Lines 46, 47 and 48 cause construction of 3 contrasts which span the 
block d.f. 
5. The 3 d.f. spanned by the variables constructed in lines 50, 51 and 52 
are associated with the interaction of the "linear" contrast with blocks~· Like-
wise, the next three are for interaction of "quadratic after linear"; and so on, 
to line 64. 
Actual calculations of the A¢v tables are made with two invocations of the regr 
procedure and 3 ~ statements in the final section of the program. 
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Each model statement. results in the output of a :;ingle A¢v table. One can 
consolidate information from this output as in the follmring Af/JV table: 
Source elf ss 
CFM 1 3.199.898 
Blocks 3 29.617 
Treatments 5 9()4.624 
Linear (L) 1 599·979 
Quadratic after L ( q_d) 1 158.225 
Cubic after L, q_d (c) 1 79.869 
Quartic after L, q_d, c ( q_r) 1 53.621 
~uintic after L, qd, c, q_r (qn) 1 12.930 
Blocks x treatments 15 52.860 
L x blocks 3 15.560 
qd X blocks 3 20.190 
c x blocks 3 12.219 
qr X blocks 3 2.768 
qn x blocks 
.3 2.122 
Total 24 4187 
The total SS and correction for the mean have been taken from the 1st A¢v table 
output by SAS. The blocks SS might have come from any of the three tables' out-
put. The treatments SS was extracted from the first table. The SS's due to 
"linear (L) ", "quadratic after L ( qd) ", etc. might have been obtained from either 
of the last two tables. 
SAS outputs the SS eorresponding to each d.f. for the variables spanning the 
15 interaction d.f. The SS for the 3 d.f. for blocks x linear was obtained as 
the sum of the SS's for linear x lst block contrast, linear x 2nd block contrast 
and linear x· 3rd block contrast. The SS for blocks X qd, etc. were obtained in 
a similar fashion. 'lhe total blocks X treatments SS was available labeled "error" 
in the table SAS output lst. 
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Tukey's (49) single_degree of freedom: It is straightfo~Tard to implement the 
method for calculation of Tukey's (49) single degree of freedom for nonadditiv-
ity outlined in Snedecor and Cochran (67). We illustrate by showing how the 
calculations for this sum of squares may be facilitated for the data in table 2: 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
01'3 
020 
DATA ONE; INPUT WE[K 1 
SYM80L-l $ 2 YIEL0-1 ~-7 2 
SYMBOL-2 S 8 YIEL0-2 9-13 2 
SYMSOL-3 S 14 YIEL0-3 15•19 2 
SYMBOL.4 $ 20 YIELh-4 ~1-25 2: 
SYMAOL=SYMBOL-1: YIELD=YIELD-1: COw=l; OUTPUT: 
SYMBOL=SY~90L-2: YIELD=YIELD-2: COW=2; OUTPUT; 
SYM80L=SYMBOL_3; YIELO=YIELD-3; COW=3; OUTP 1JT; 
SYMBOL=SYM80L-4; YIELD=YIELD-4; COw:4; OUTPUT; CARDS; 
10 8375C 3325A 4575814450 
2A 4700G 44006 3675C13575 
3C 3650~ 41500 ~750A12550 
48 24r0A j~75C 30~0012~2~ 
PROC REG~: CLASSES SY~BOL COW WEEK; 
MODEL YIELD=SYMBOL CO~ WEEK; 
OUTPUT OUT:TWO RESIDUAL Y_RES PREDICTEC Y-hAT; 
DATA THRE~; SET TWO: Y-HAT-~=Y-HAT*Y-HAT: PROO=Y-RES*Y-HAT-2: 
PROC ~EANS: VAR PROD: 
PROC REGR: CLASSES SYMBOL COW WEEK; 
MODEL Y-HAT-2=SYMR0L COW WEE~; 
\. 
I 
~ 
I 
~ . 
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.... ':"!: 
. ~.Pr-ogram explication: The 1st call to the regr procedu~· in .lin~ l4 causes the 
calc:uJ.ation .of the usual A¢v and also of the residuals· &nd predicted values. The 
squares of the predicted values and the products of these squares and the residu-
als are tren calculated in line 17. The call to means in line 18 results in the 
calculation of, among other things, the sum of these products.* Calculation of 
the error SS for the squares** is accomplished upon the call to regr in line 19. 
* N in Snedecor and Cochran's notation. 
·, _, 
** Din Snedecor and Cochran's notation. 
The SS for Tukey's (49) single d.f. can be calculated as in Snedecor and Cochran 
(67) as 
where 
and 
18803.49 is the sum of the products of the residuals and squares of 
predicted values output by the procedure ~' 
3085284 is the error SS for the squares of the predicted values, 
output by the regr procedure at its final invocation. 
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Cox's (58) analysis: Referring to Cox's data in table 2: it may be ~xpected 
that the yield curves for the four cows over weeks may not be parallel so that 
Cox's analysis invol.viag the fellewing yield equatien may •• &JeP~t.te: 
wh&re 
1.1 !!! the general mean parameter 
cj and kj = intercept and slope parameters for linear change in 
jth cow over weeks 
t 1 = ith treatment parameter 
r .. = row constant for ith treatment in the jth column. 
~J 
The following program will cause SAS to calculate SS's due to treatments, 
rows, cows and individual "within-cow" regressions: 
01 
U2 
U3 
04 
U':l 
U6 
U7 
08 
U9 
DATA OI'Jf_; lf~PUT :.~[[V 1 
SY~~Cl-1 i 2 YllLr-1 3-7 ? 
SY~~QL-~ $ B Y !EU'-.2 9-13 2 
S y r.- 13 oJ L _ 3 :£ 1 Ll 'f 1 t. I 11_ 3 1 5 - 1 ~_:j ? 
sv \.,Hct.._ 1 ~ i 2u_r LU ] ___ ~ __ 2_1_-2 ;,j_;_ 
s Y M PoL= s Y ~~t1 B o L _l ; Y 1 r L n = v 1 r L o -1 ; Y I E L D 2 = Y 1 E L r1 * v I E u, ; 
S Y ~'lf:H11 = ~ Y l'i:~_CL- 2; Y I F. L !.1: Y If L rJ-2 ~ _ Y_lf_L:!~~? V __ H- L~_*_Yl_g_h__t,; 
SYt>'iHOL:SYJVIRul_,j; YIFLO:YH Lf!-6; Y![LIJ2:YJEUHY IF:LL; 
S YMHOL:::_s Y_~P OL::-4; ..J:.ITb.Q= Y I E. L D .. 4; YIELD(::: Y IE Lf)* Y I rt. ; ; 
10 CARDS: 
11 10 H375C j32~A 4~75H1~~50 
12 2A 47000 44008 3675(13575 
13 3C 5h~Ur 4t5JG 2750n12~~0 
14 48 24001\ 6~7'::lC 3051ln12425 
-- ·---- -----·--(() ~-. = 1 ; c: l q I : IT ; 
C C· t·J : _c::__; _ ('_. I} 1 f-)1_: T ; 
C '1 "· = 5 ; C• t• H', J1 ; 
c. n 'IJ = tj. ; ( 1 u l ~ 1 n ; 
!_~----- __________ QliiA_f __ !_V__LL __ SET QNLi. ___ --~--------------------
1b CoMI\iift!T FUPI'V• ()UMIII!Y f..'[GHVSr,:1K VAKlAf-sU ltl\Ll.J[<; f"Uf{ L<>X..-..; LIJALYSIS f ()il l~T 
17 H[(,;I\1,.1=G; _________ _ 
18 IF WE[t\:1 AI~[) COW:l THE'I f.:EGI'J_l =-3; 
19 IF wEr1<=2 Ar•JC COW=1 THU1 RE.GtJ_1 =~J; 
2 o I F wE:.. r K = 3 tH 1 r; c o .<J = 1 T H u , f·: r b I'! _l = 1 ; 
~ ... ______ __ __________ __ _ _______ I_F _ >'if_:[_~:::~·L /\iJu C_U:~_~l THlf ,_J'cEf1~~1__ = :S; 
~~ COrJ:iJi[ltT SHHLAHLY FC·R OThl)PS; 
23 RE.Giii_?:O; RlJ,f·J_5=0; RLGf' .. tt::r,; 
2 4 I F wET K = 1 A I ,J L c 0 w =? T H u ' f< E r, [·j- 2 =- 3 ; 
2:, IF vJEEK=2 flfl(J CO~J=? THU! REG''!-2=_-l_;___ 
~b IF WlEK=3 Af\JL COW=2 THt..r~ H[Gf-l-2= 1; 
~7 ___________________ !_E_~fK:::_~~~~! ~Q_~_;::2 THl!'_i___?_~(J-~J~2= 3; 
28 IF ::JEEK=l Af-.JiJ CON=~ THL 1\FG"J-3:::-3; 
~ 9 IF '"l;ET K = 2 A N L c o ~-~ = :5 r H u , , , r G 1 1 _ ..5 = - 1 ; 
.10 IF '~U K=3 A!'il cOl-i=:: Tf il 1 !-< E bf ,_j::-- J~---
.51 IF vJ[FK=4 /\i~[) co,J=j THlf• L F(;i'J_j:: ,_; 
.52 IF :r;EFK:l 1\11L, CJ~·!=•+ l'-ilr· r<E.f11!_lt:-3; 
63 H .-.EEk=2 fl:m COw=4 THL'' i--(C:,f·J_4=-l; 
jl~ 
j!j 
j(:) 
37 
-~--- ·------ ---~- ·----- . --- ---- ----- - - --~-- -- -------------.....----
1 F ,\' f F K = 3 1\ i'J l1 C 0 o'i = t~ T hE I.; F F G h- 4 = 1 ; 
IF W!:_[K:4 /\f.jL CUJJ=t~ T~·t_i· r.TGI!_4= .~; 
PHOC REGki CLA~~ES COw ~Y~hOL; 
"':f)LL Ylt.Li1:CO~·< f~[:,r _l i-ilG 1•J_2 ict_r; 1_3 f-:~r,r-:_tl ','r"'"'r•Li 
c l. ,, ; 
.L . 
.t:J 
I 
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Programm explicati~n: The reader may recognize the integers at the ends of 
lines 18 through 21 as the most common representation of the "linear ignoring 
higher degree effects" orthc-gonal polynomial over 5 equally spaced treatment 
levels. Thus, the variable regn 1 corresponds to a d.f. for a regression of 
yields for cow number 1 over the 4 weeks. Variables regn 2, regn 3 and regn_4 
are defined analngously. 
SAS outputs SS' s for each d. f. corresponding to a "1-ri thin-cow" slope; i.e. for 
each of the variables regn 1 through regn_4. These 4 SS 's may be summed to form 
the SS due to regression. Then this and the other information from the output 
can be consolidated as in the following table: 
Source d. f. ss 
-
Cows 3 25576.355 
Regressions (ignoring treatments) 4 2213.353 
Treatments (after regressions) 3 lo6.643 
Residual 5 lg-(.676 
Corrected Total 15 28094.027 
Examination of residuals: Anscombe and Tukey (63) suggest a number of ways in 
which residuals may be examined with a mind to checking assumptions made, includ-
ing those concerning error structure. Roughly speaking, one procedure suggested 
is to plot the elements of the order statistic associated with the residuals 
against the ordered population medians of the elements of the order statistics of 
the same length for a simple random sample from the N(O,l) population. It is 
fairly easy to program SAS to do this, thus obviating considerable tedium. 
\<Te use the data from table 1 to illustrate: 
lll 
U2 
u~ 
\.14 
U5 
06 
U7 
ua 
J9 
tO 
ll 
12 
l3 
14 
t~ - --· -- .. - - --·-
16 
1 1 
18 
19 
20 
~~----- ----
22 
2.3 
i!4 
~5 
c6 
~7 
~8 
29 
30 
~l 
!J2 
DATA 01\JE; If~PUT HLOCK $ 1 y _1 2 - 4 -- - ·--------. 
Y-2 '::J-1 ·-;, 
'!'-3 ~_-:_l_Q__ __________ - --·--
TR~~l:l; _!_=Y-1; OUJPUT; 
TREAJ:2; T:Y_2; OUTPUJ; 
_ TREI\_!_~~--!_:=.!~-~; _()_UTf'~LL ;_ 
lHEAT:4; Y:Y_4; oUTpUT; 
TREAT:~; Y=Y-5; OUTPUT( 
TREAT:tS: Y:Y_6; 'JUTPUT; 
DROP Y-1 l-2 Y-3 Y-4 T_5 
CJlli'=L~_L . ____ ._ _ ___ _ . __ 
A~3853H 77 17 18115 
8~4~422 Ei 31 26 S7 
C3193771~/ AJ 77100 
038U315 5~ lb 20 4~ 
Y-4 11-13 
y ,...5 l4-1.9__ 
Y_b 1f-19i 
----------- ~-------- -------·-----
y_c,; 
PHOC RlGH; CLASSES GLUCK TPlAI; 
______________ MQ..Qtl-____ r_=~t.,.!:J_(_~_l ~< r 1\_U __ . _ __ _ __ 
UUTPUJ OUT:TWO kEStOUAL RES-l: 
PROC SURT; BY RES-1; 
DATA FIRSI-~4; INPUT: 
i=l; 
LOOP: UKO=PKOhlT((l-.C:,)/?4); n.UTf'Ul; 
I_=:I+l; __ JF I<=~~ TH(f\J_ (;Q_T_(J t..•Jl1il __ ;_ _____ _ 
lJROP I; CAF<OS; 
DATI\ H•rEt.; f~lHf.:.•E T•J'J(o 
DROP PLOCK TkEAl Y: 
Pf<OC PLnr: 
FIRST_21.!; 
I 
1-' 
\0 
I 
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Program explication: Lines 21 and 22 cause the residuals, variable res_l, to 
be written to :file .!!£, having corrected :for mean, blocks and treatments. Lines 
24 to 29 direct the calculation o:f the required population medians. Line 30 
writes the median-residual pairs to :file three. I'he pairs are plotted in 
line 32. 
This program results in output which includes the :following graph: 
~--­
• t------ -------
''97 .16586040 + 
I 
. ··-·------'-
1 
---····- ----·· 
_____________ ....___ ___________ ---··-··-·--- .. 
I 
I 
-----61. 3i650338·------ ····----- ···---
1 
I 
I 
25.'+671'+636 + 
I 
------------'------ ··---
1 
I 
PLUT nr PES_t V~ 'i~'<l' 
-----------
A 
------------------------------
---------·- . --------
-------------- ·-- ------ . 
J\ 
A 
A 
A 
----~•~-----------------
"" 
----------
RES.1 
·····--·--·---------- -·-· _______ .Jl __ ----· 
' 
.... ·--·--'- --·--·----- .... --- -· .. --------
1 
I 
.;-;:~-3822'1666 + 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
------'------- -----
1 
f 
1\ 
1\ 
----...... ----·-----·- -----·-· -·----· ---- ----·----·- ... ·-- .. 
{\ __ _ 
/\__ ---·-------------------
A A -46.23156768 + 
I -------~------- --- ··---·----- ·--- ---
1 
' A 
I 
I 
----------=---------- ---· ----
1 
I 
- •82' 0809246~ + 
lA 
---------------
.. --· --------
----...;.-------- ---
·----- ·--------- --- ----
-------------· --------- --------- . 
-----------------·-----· 
·-------·- ---+., ~~- ~-;~_--- ___ .:, ~--::.:-~~.;·+-- ..:·.:._..:-:-..:-::~~~----=-=-.:.+-=-=·-.:=-~-.;.-.=--~--=-= ~ ·-- .... +------- -... ----------+----------- ..:----~--~-:·:-:..- + .::-:..·.: ~ 
•1.7002.3777 1.133'tY185 
l£GENO: A : 1 OBS , B = 2 OBS t ETC. ORO 
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Construction of certain series of ~o ..s.c?nal _:eo.lynomials: The reader might refer 
to Robson and Atkinson (58). The technique they propose involves the weighted 
regression of within-treatment slopes on orthogonal polynomial functions of the 
adjusted treatment means; as you may presently observe, the weights are unequal 
and spacings of the independent variable are unequal. One approach to the calcu-
lation of the SS's due to each of these polynomials using SAS would be to begin 
by generating the polynomial values evaluated at the values assumed by the inde-
pendent variable. Draper and Smith (66) mention a method for the case of equal 
weighting which is easily adapted to unequal weights using the simple technique 
mentioned in Bell (74). 
The weights, slopes and means for the example mentioned in Robson and Atkin-
son are given in the follo~nng table: 
within adjusted 
treatment treatment 
weights slopes means 
i w. b. a. 
~ ~ ~ 
1 1610 .00978881 1. 26575 
2 640.5 .0136534 1.1.lo43 
3 .lo66.1 .00525936 .926964 
4 945.6 .00123096 .807619 
Generation of polynomial values and weighted regression of s.lopes on means 
may be accomplished by the following program: 
091 
002 
003 
OC4 
005 
GOb 
0(17 
()06 
00'1 
010 
011 
012 
01.3 
015 
116 
017 
019 
0~0 
021 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
n3l 
03.3 
DATA nNE; INPUT WEIGHT 1-5 1 
SLOPE b-13 8 
ADJi~EMJ 14-20 b; 
ROOT_W:SQRT(WE!GHT): 
WAOJM-l=ROOT_W*ADJMEAN: 
W ~ DJM-2=WAD,JM_l *AOJ"~E AI\J; 
W fiOJr.t-3= 1i AOJrJ1_2 *A DJr·~E f'..I\J; 
WSLOPE:ROOT_W*SLOPE; 
CARDS; 
161000097~8811265750 
b4050136b3401110430 
10661005259360926964 
94o6001260960807ol9 
PROC REGR; 
MODEL W~DJM_l=ROOT-~ I NOINT; 
OUTPUT OUT:TWO RESIDUAL LIN(AP; 
PH OC R'f:'i;H; 
MODEL W~OJM_2=ROOT_W LIMEAR I NOINT; 
OUTPUT OUT=THRF.F. RESIDUAL ~UAO; 
PROC RfGR: 
~'OOEL WADJ~_3:PQOT_W LINEAR QUAD I NOHJT: 
UIJTPUT OUT=FC'•UU F<FSIDuAL r.UB; 
PROC PRTt!T; 
PKOC REGR; 
MODfl vJ<:iLOPE =ROOT _w LINEAR QUAD CU8 I ~10INT; 
PROC REGR; ·• 
MODfl WSLOPE=HOOT_W WAOJM_1 WAOJM_2 ~ADJM_3 I ~OINT; 
I 
(\) 
UJ 
I 
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Program explication: Lines 1 through 13 of the pr?gram store the weights, slopes 
and adjusted means from the data cards on file "one "1 along with yersions of 
these values which are used in calculating a number of weighted regressions by 
the principle mentioned in Bell (74). 
The 1st call to the regr procedure results in the calculation of the weighted 
regression of the adjusted means on the constant 1; the residuals, in variable 
linear, are written to file ~which is processed by regr at its next invoca-
tion. This call results in the weighted regression of the squares of the ad-
justed means on the constant l and the variable linear. Thus, the lst three 
invocations of re~r result in the calculation of values of the three orthogonal 
polynomials corresponding to 11linear effect" of adjusted means, "quadratic after 
linear 11, and 11cubic after linear and quadratic", for a vTeighted regression. 
These values are made available in file ~ and the 4th call to ~ results 
in the "Vreighted regression of the slopes on the constant 1 and the three orthog-
onal polynomials. (The final call to regr points up the fact that Robson and 
Atkinson's A¢V can be calculated rather more directly.) 
The orthogonal polynomial values may be read from the print-out of data 
set four. 
The SS's corresponding to the common slope coefficient and to the orthogonal 
polynomials may be read from the print-out corresponding to the 4th regression. 
The common regression coefficient, the slope estimate associated 'nth the co-
variate, may also be read here as the 'b value" corresponding to root w (this 
last value happens to be .007338). Then the results may be consolidated as in 
the followisg table---for the regression of slopes on adjusted means: 
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Souree d. f. ss 
Total 4 .3o459 
Mean (covariate) 1 .22950 
Linear 1 •• 05149 
Quadratic after linear 1 .01677 
Cubic after linear and q_uadratic 1 .00683 
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